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I. INTRODUCTION

Massage therapy is meant to relax a person or rehabilitate them after an injury, yet over the past five years efforts to professionalize and regulate massage therapy on the statewide level have led to uncomfortable positions for cities, counties, employers, and even some massage therapists. However, the core issues of massage therapy regulation raise one of the primary questions facing the state: Where is the appropriate line drawn between state regulation and local government control?

Chapter 406 enters into this debate on the heels of the decision to implement state regulation of massage therapy at the beginning of the Great Recession. This shift away from local control saw turbulent years when local governments could only watch as illicit activity related to massage therapy exploded around them. These governments found that there was little they could do within the statutory framework of the time and with a private non-profit regulatory body. Thus, localities began to advocate for the rebalancing of the regulatory system and the return of control to cities and counties, while allowing for the benefits of statewide massage certification without the burden of unwanted massage businesses in local communities.

II. LEGAL BACKGROUND

Massage therapy has followed the well-traveled path of most regulated industries, beginning with scattered local regulations as it begins its growth, proceeding to a call for statewide control as the industry becomes more widespread, and finally settling into a more developed statutory scheme through various changes over the years.

1. See infra Part II. (Legal Background).
2. See infra Part IV.A (Analysis of Local Control in Chapter 406).
3. See infra Part II.B (Statewide Regulation begins in 2008).
5. Lauren Gold, Massage Parlors Create Friction as Critics Claim They are Fronts for Prostitution, Human Trafficking, PASADENA STAR-NEWS (Mar. 8, 2014), http://www.pasadenastarnews.com/government-and-politics/20140308/critics-claim-massage-parlors-are-fronts-for-prostitution-human-trafficking (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) ("It didn’t completely pre-empt local regulation but it so hamstrung it that a lot of the measures cities would normally use to control it have been taken away.").
7. See infra Part II.A.
8. See infra Part II.B.
9. See infra Part II.C.
A. Local Regulatory Schemes

Early regulation of massage therapy in California was a patchwork system of local ordinances. In 1976, local governments were given authority to license massage therapy businesses however they saw fit. Cities and counties used this authority and created hundreds of different statutory schemes. These local laws were influenced by the cities’s and counties’s concerns regarding the perceived association of massage therapy with illicit activities, namely prostitution, which cities and counties did not want in their communities. Some localities utilized their licensing authority to create strict requirements to receive a license to practice, while others focused on zoning, passing heavy prohibitions on massage therapy locations, which severely limited the areas where massage therapists could work. The result of these different ordinances was that a massage therapist would have to obtain multiple costly licenses to work in a small radius, even if they lived in a city that left massage unregulated.

B. Statewide Regulation Begins

By 2005, the challenges faced by legitimate massage therapists and the ineffectiveness of sporadic ordinances in curbing illicit activities convinced state legislative and executive officials that a statewide system of certification and regulation would be beneficial for the public and for the massage providers. The Legislature acted and codified a framework of laws within the Business and Professions Code to certify and regulate massage, administered by a Massage Therapy Organization (MTO)—a non-profit entity that was to be formed by the industry.

As a voluntary title act, the code section did not attempt to frame the scope of practice or responsibilities of the massage profession, but provided a way to

10. SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS & CONSUMER PROTECTION, BACKGROUND PAPER FOR THE CALIFORNIA MASSAGE THERAPY COUNCIL, at 1 (Mar. 10, 2014) [hereinafter BACKGROUND PAPER].
13. BACKGROUND PAPER, supra note 10 at 1.
15. McMahon, supra note 12.
16. BACKGROUND PAPER, supra note 10 at 1 (“The Joint Committee [on Boards, Commissions and Consumer Protection] found that . . . ‘[i]n essence, the current system seeks to regulate illegal activity in the guise of professional licensing’ . . . the current system failed to serve either the public or the profession and that it would be appropriate to regulate massage therapy at the state level in order to create a more uniform standard.”).
18. A voluntary title act is a statutory scheme where individuals who would like to differentiate themselves from others providing similar services may undergo a process to become certified by an entity. See
obtain an official certificate and title that others in the field could not use. The legislation provided for the structure of the MTO governing board, the requirements for certification in three categories (Massage Practitioner, Massage Therapist, and Conditional Certificate Holder), the process for discipline and revocation of certificates, and defined the use of certificate titles by non-holders to be an unfair business practice. Most importantly for massage providers, the legislation banned local ordinances that prohibited a certificated individual from practicing massage, drastically reducing local control.

C. Filling in the Regulatory Framework

After the creation of the massage therapy chapter in the Business and Professions Code, the discovery of numerous ambiguities with the initial statutory language, and unforeseen scenarios required additional legislation to better effectuate the Legislature’s intent to certify and regulate massage therapy. From a handful of proposals, four pieces of legislation successfully amended the law.

1. SB 294 (Negrete-McLeod 2010)

SB 294 was the earliest modification of the initial statewide statute and addressed two small parts of the massage therapy chapter. Primarily, the bill merged the sunset dates of all boards, bureaus, and other entities under the jurisdiction of the Department of Consumer Affairs into a manageable four-year schedule. This accelerated the sunset date of the MTO by a year. Also included in this larger act was a statement articulating that charter cities were not exempt...
from the prohibition of local certification, helping to end the debate surrounding a major argument against statewide certification and regulation after the enactment of SB 731. The explicit language of the code section made it clear that the entire Massage Therapy Act applied to both general law and charter local governments.

2. **AB 619 (Halderman 2011)**

After over a year of operating under statewide certification and regulation, the California Chapter of the American Massage Therapy Association sponsored a significant cleanup of the law. The bill first articulated the statutory name of the non-profit organization, which was operating as the California Massage Therapy Council (CAMTC). Second, the bill streamlined the CAMTC’s process to revoke the certificates of conditional certificate holders and operators. Third, and most importantly, the bill clarified that cities and counties could impose conditional use permits, zoning, and business license fees on certificate holders despite the prohibition on preventing a certificate holder from practicing their profession.

3. **SB 285 (Correa 2011)**

SB 285, while not directly changing the Business and Professions Code relating to massage, strengthened CAMTC’s relationship with local law enforcement and CAMTC’s ability to utilize their own disciplinary statutes. Until this legislation, it was unclear whether local law enforcement could give CAMTC police reports because the Council was a private nonprofit. This was problematic as local police across the state were finding that groups involved in human trafficking were fraudulently obtaining CAMTC certificates to disguise their victims as legitimate massage therapists. Since law enforcement agencies were not sharing case information with CAMTC, there was no central system to

---

32. **Sunset Review Report, supra** note 25 at 12.
34. 2011 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 162, § 13 (amended **Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code** § 4612(c) (allowing for automatic revocation when a conditional certificate holder failed to fulfill their burden within the allowed time, and the violation by a person providing massage to be grounds for the revocation of an owner or operator certificate).
35. 2011 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 162, § 2 (amended **Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code** § 4612(b)(4)). Also included in the bill were numerous other technical changes, provided CAMTC could only be sued in the county of its principal office, included a severability clause for the sections of the chapter. **Bus. & Prof. § 4603.1 (2011)**.
37. *Id.*
track massage-related crimes, making it more difficult for other law enforcement agencies within the state to investigate and identify human trafficking. 39 SB 285 explicitly designated that providing a fraudulent massage certificate or a required document to obtain a massage certificate was a misdemeanor, 40 and that law enforcement could provide records of all individuals prosecuted for crimes while providing massage therapy to CAMTC, who would then share the compiled information to help law enforcement shut down illegal operators. 41

4. SB 1238 (Price 2012) 42

CAMTC instigated the most recent changes to massage therapy regulation by sponsoring AB 1238 with Senator Price. 43 The CAMTC board sought and received changes to the certification requirements, provided alternative calculations to meet education requirements, 44 and closed a loophole that allowed individuals to receive a certificate through examination with no proof of actual education. 45

The bill also addressed issues with discipline and revocation, allowing CAMTC to suspend a certificate immediately upon clear and convincing evidence of an act punishable as a sexual crime, 46 and placed liability for the actions of all employees on the certified massage owner. 47 CAMTC was also granted authority to request and receive criminal background information on applicants and certificate holders from local law enforcement agencies. 48

While the previous acts, AB 619 and SB 285, included provisions that clarified the law or gave authority to regulate massage back to local governments, this bill exacted more protections for certificate holders by prohibiting cities from requiring higher fees or additional information than it

---

39. SUNSET REVIEW REPORT, supra note 25 at 56.
42. Among the more prominent changes discussed in the text, the bill made technical changes requiring the display of a certificate, surrender of revoked certificates, possession of identification while performing massage, disclosure of name and certificate number by request of consumer or law enforcement, right to a hearing and notice of hearing for suspension, notification of suspension or reinstatements. BUS. & PROF. § 4602(d)(1), 4602(d)(3), 4603.7 4603.8 (amended by 2012 Cal. Stat. ch. 665).
43. SUNSET REVIEW REPORT, supra note 25 at 12.
45. Compare id. § 4601(c)(2)(B) (amended by 2012 Cal. Stat. ch. 665) with id. § 4601(c)(2)(B) (amended by 2011 Cal. Stat. ch.162) (adding a minimal 250 hour in-school education requirement to the examination pathway that was an alternative to a 500 hour education pathway.)
46. Id. § 4602(d) (amended by 2012 Cal. Stat. ch. 665).
47. Id. § 4612(c) (amended by 2012 Cal. Stat. ch. 665).
would another profession when processing business licenses for massage businesses. However, local governments did regain authority to prevent illicit massage establishments from reopening in the same location by changing who operated the establishment.

5. The Impetus for Chapter 406

While the initial statewide regulation took away certain powers from local governments, there were many unforeseen consequences. Between the start of statewide legislation and the beginning of the 2013–2014 legislative session, hundreds of massage establishments opened across the state, benefiting from the strong preemption clauses, codified by the initial statewide statute, and guaranteeing massage therapists and practitioners the right to work without additional local requirements. The protections against additional and varied local requirements, intended to support uniformity and portability of massage therapy, had instead been used by illicit actors to inundate small communities with numerous establishments that could not operate profitably serving only a legitimate consumer base. While the statewide regulation codified protections for massage therapists, not all local massage therapy regulations were prohibited. However, many localities that had existing regulations before statewide regulation went into effect lost many of their enforcement tools in dealing with massage establishments.

As a result, many cities lobbied the Legislature to reduce the strong protections given to massage therapists and return to cities and counties their vital land use control, unfettered by state regulation.

50. Id. § 4613(c) (amended by 2012 Stat. Ch. 665).
51. Overconcentration of Massage Establishments Big Issue for the League, supra note 4.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Overconcentration of Massage Establishments Big Issue for the League, supra note 4.
III. CHAPTER 406

Chapter 406 replaces the entire statutory foundation for the CAMTC.\(^{58}\) The bill provides specific certification requirements for massage therapists, while also phasing out the less demanding massage practitioner certification program.\(^{59}\) Additionally, Chapter 406 clarifies the relationship between certificate holders and local government.\(^{60}\)

This bill modifies the makeup of the CAMTC board by reserving specific seats for public members, including law enforcement officials,\(^{61}\) and decreasing its size from nineteen to thirteen members.\(^{62}\) Additionally, Chapter 406 prohibits the CAMTC from issuing any new massage practitioner certificates beginning January 1, 2015.\(^{63}\) The bill provides for current practitioner certificate holders to be eligible for renewal,\(^{64}\) and current conditional practitioner certificate holders to obtain a practitioner certificate if they complete additional education.\(^{65}\) Chapter 406 also increases the requirements for a massage therapist certificate by removing an education-only pathway to the career by requiring all applicants to pass an examination.\(^{66}\)

Chapter 406 details unacceptable conduct for certificate holders, including many prostitution related offenses.\(^{67}\) The bill also lowers the burden of proof necessary for CAMTC to suspend or revoke a certificate from a clear and convincing standard to a preponderance of the evidence standard.\(^{68}\)

Chapter 406 expands a local government’s ability to require certificate holders to comply with additional ordinances and permits.\(^{69}\) Specifically, Chapter 406 removes pertinent code sections within Chapter 10.5 of the Business and Professions Code that had protected therapists and practitioners from local government regulation,\(^{70}\) and reformulates those protections in a reduced manner.

---

58. CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE §§ 4600, 4620(a), 4621 (enacted by Chapter 406) (reauthorizing CAMTC through January 1, 2017 and requiring a report by CAMTC be prepared and submitted to the Legislature in June 2016 about the activities of the council).

59. See id. § 4604 (enacted by Chapter 406) (stating the various requirements to receive a massage therapist certificate); id. § 4604.1 (enacted by Chapter 406) (stating the fewer requirements and the limited applicability of the practitioner certificate).

60. Id. § 4600.5 (enacted by Chapter 406), See CAL. GOV’T CODE § 51034 (amended by Chapter 406). (recasting the powers of local governments in regard to massage business).

61. Id. § 4602(g)(2) (enacted by Chapter 406). (The previous board structure will remain in effect until Sept. 15, 2015)

62. Id. § 4602(g) (enacted by Chapter 406).

63. Id. § 4604.1(a) (enacted by Chapter 406).

64. Id. § 4604.2(b) (enacted by Chapter 406).

65. Id. § 4604.2(c) (enacted by Chapter 406).

66. Id. § 4604 (enacted by Chapter 406).

67. Id. § 4609(a)(1)(A)–(C), (enacted by Chapter 406).

68. Id. § 4610(f)(11) (enacted by Chapter 406).

69. Id. § 4612 (enacted by Chapter 406).

in two separate existing code sections. However, prohibitions against certain ordinances constrain this expanded ability.

IV. ANALYSIS

Chapter 406 effectively reaches many primary goals of the stakeholders in massage therapy including; cities and counties, the professionals, the employers, CAMTC, and the Legislature. The rebalancing of protections for massage therapists and land use control by local government is achieved by addressing each in their appropriate code sections. However, certain drafting ambiguities under Business & Professions Code section 460 may lead to a gap in protection for massage therapists. Chapter 406 also continues the long effort to disassociate massage with illicit sexual activities by professionalizing the healing art with increased certification requirements and high practice standards. However, with this intensified language and a lowering of the standard of proof, the Chapter risks being too demanding. Finally, the Chapter also attempts to manage conflicting concerns regarding responsive management by CAMTC and its independent non-profit nature through the modification of its board.

A. Local Land Use Control: Code Migration and the Reduction of Protections

Chapter 406 returns land use control over massage establishments to local governments by eliminating the strong language of Business & Professions Code section 4612 within the Massage Therapy Act and reconstituting some of the most vital protections for therapists that do not unnecessarily interfere with local control. Chapter 406 accomplished this by adding massage therapists to the blanket provision that protects licensees of the Department of Consumer Affairs

71. BUS. & PROF. § 460 (amended by Chapter 406); GOV. § 51034 (amended by Chapter 406).
72. BUS. & PROF. § 4612(b) (enacted by Chapter 406).
74. BUS. & PROF. § 4600–21 (enacted by Chapter 406); GOV. § 51034 (amended by Chapter 406).
75. BUS. & PROF. § 460 (amended by Chapter 406).
76. Infra Part IV.B.
77. SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 1147, at 19 (June 23, 2014).
78. Infra Part IV.C.4
79. 2012 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 655, § 8 (amended BUS. & PROF. § 4612); id.§ 460 (amended by Chapter 406); GOV’T § 51034 (amended by Chapter 406).
and rearticulating the half-century-old grant to local government to regulate massage to avoid abuses seen prior to statewide regulation. However, with the return of local government land use control relating to massage, massage therapists are losing some of their key protections. While the practice protections did incidentally help the growth of illicit activities associated with massage, it also provided aid to legitimate providers that practiced regionally.

1. **Fees**

Chapter 406’s reformulation of the protections for massage therapists does not include language mandating that “no higher than the lowest fee that is applied to other individuals.” That language prevented cities from charging higher fees to massage therapists, as they had done so in the past when seeking to effectuate a de facto ban. Many cities argued that without the ability to charge massage therapists higher fees, the cities would not be able to cover the costs of permitting and inspection. While it is certainly the case that the lowest fee (for some small home-based craft business with minimal sales) may not be commensurate with the necessary city costs for regulating a massage business, the loss of this language will allow cities to use the pricing of business licenses to pass judgment on massage therapy in their jurisdiction.

2. **Zoning**

Additionally, under Chapter 406, the law no longer requires localities to regulate massage establishments uniformly with other professional services. This omission cuts deeply into the protections massage therapists held, but it resolves one of the chief complaints of cities. The cities argued that their zoning

---

80. BUS. & PROF. § 460 (amended by Chapter 406).
81. GOV. § 51034 (amended by Chapter 406).
83. McMahon, supra note 12.
84. 2012 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 655, § 8 (amended CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 4612(b)(3)).
85. McMahon, supra note 12; SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 1147, at 29–30 (June 23, 2014) (“Cities have charged fees as high as $18,000 for conditional use permits.”).
86. Top Priorities, supra note 73.
87. Id.; Dixie Wall, California Certification Recognition Awaits, MASSAGE TODAY (April 6, 2011), http://www.massagetoday.com/mpacms/mt/article.php?id=14408 (on file with the McGeorge Law Review) (comparing the CAMTC $150 fee to the average $482 cost of city fees); BACKGROUND PAPER, supra note 10, at 41 (“the perception of massage as a vice resulted in many cities requiring expensive conditional use permits”).
88. 2012 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 655, § 8 (amended CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 4612(b)(4)) (requiring the fees applied to massage be “uniformly applied to other . . . professional services”).
89. Top Priorities, supra note 73. The clause essentially allowed massage therapists to metaphorical lock arms with the other professions within a city and benefit from other professions ability to avoid regulation.
designations should be just as diverse as the professions under the DCA.\textsuperscript{90} The loss of this clause means zoning regulations, requirements, restrictions, and moratoria can all be focused upon massage therapy without cities having to sacrifice their accountants, nurses, and real estate agents.\textsuperscript{91}

3. Specific Limitations

Many of the explicit protections contained in the previous section were migrated to Chapter 406, including barring localities from requiring unlocked doors in sole provider situations, requiring windows into rooms where massage is provided, and requiring additional education, testing, or background checks beyond what is required as part of CAMTC certification.\textsuperscript{92}

Without some of the stronger protections of the old law, the industry requested certain additional protections from some select local actions.\textsuperscript{93} One of the strongest industry concerns was that localities were defining massage therapy as adult entertainment for zoning purposes, which allowed cities to only authorize massage establishments next to strip clubs and other sexually related businesses.\textsuperscript{94} Therapists successfully convinced the Legislature that this is only counterproductive to the goal of differentiating legitimate massage from illicit prostitution and actually draws the wrong type of clientele to massage business, the inclusion of a prohibition against such a designation in Chapter 406 was a critical protection won by the industry in this ceding of control.\textsuperscript{95}

Chapter 406 also took other requirements considered particularly onerous to massage therapists from cities and counties, including the ability to impose draping requirements of massage clients, imposing requirements on the dress of massage therapists, requiring the posting of any notices that describe sexual acts or related issues, and prohibiting the use of recognized massage techniques.\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{90} Massage Regulation, supra note 6.
\textsuperscript{91} Senate Committee on Business, Professions and Economic Development, Committee Analysis of AB 1147, 18 (June 23, 2014).
\textsuperscript{92} Cal. Gov't Code § 51034(c)(3, 5, 7) (enacted by Chapter 406).
\textsuperscript{93} Gov't § 51034 (enacted by Chapter 406) (removing certain actions from the original grant of regulatory authority to cities and counties from the 1970's).
\textsuperscript{94} McMahon, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{95} Background Paper, supra note 10 at 41.
\textsuperscript{96} Gov't § 51034 (enacted by Chapter 406).
4. Potential for Unforeseen Consequences

A serious problem does lurk within the language of the reconstituted protections for massage therapists. Chapter 406 relies on the umbrella provision of Business & Professions Code section 460 to extend practice protections from local government action, however the previous language reflected the traditional terms DCA boards and bureaus use, such as licensee and scope of practice. While the Legislature successfully inserted massage therapists into the benefited groups with the language “or certified by an entity established pursuant to this code,” a caveat to one of the protections may undermine the efficacy of protection for massage therapists.

The amended provision goes on to state that one of the protections is for acts within “the professionally recognized scope of practice of that licensee.” While the use of the term licensee without adding the “or certified” language is imprecise when read with the earlier clause, the more pressing issue is that specific protection only applies to acts within a scope of practice, something not statutorily defined for massage therapists. While Chapter 406 does require CAMTC to provide a report that in part will propose a scope of practice, the absence of a codified scope substantially weakens the protections of section 460 by allowing massage therapists to engage in business—but not necessarily retaining every function they did in the past. While, the Government Code bans the prohibition of certain recognized massage techniques, it does not delineate the full extent of legitimate functions, leaving some legitimate techniques exposed to potential prohibitions.

B. Continuing to Professionalize Massage

Illicit sexual activity continues to plague the practice of massage. Each new step to regulate massage serves to distinguish the actual providers of the healing art from those who only use it as a guise for prostitution.

97. See ASSEMBLY FLOOR, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 1147, at 14 (Aug. 22, 2014) (stating the intended protection Business and Professions Code section 460 will extend to certificate holders.)
98. BUS. & PROF. § 460 (enacted by Chapter 406).
99. Id. at § 460(b)(1) (enacted by Chapter 406).
100. Id. at § 460(b)(1) (enacted by Chapter 406).
101. SUNSET REVIEW REPORT, supra note 25 at 90.
102. BUS. & PROF. § 4620(a)(1) (enacted by Chapter 406).
104. BUS. & PROF. § 2620 (describing the scope of practice for physical therapists).
106. Massage Therapy is located under Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code, entitled “Healing Arts.” BUS. & PROF. Div. 2
107. See supra Section II (explaining the history of massage regulation in California); BUS. & PROF. §
1. Removing the Practitioner Certificate

Under Chapter 406, no more practitioner certificates will be issued; the only remaining pathway to have a protected title is to become a massage therapist. Supporters believe this will raise the competency level of the profession to what was previously the highest level within the practice. While current practitioner certificate holders may renew their certificates without conforming to the new therapist requirements, this will probably not undermine the increased professionalization of massage, as the practitioner certificate is subject to the more stringent disciplinary and revocation standards enacted by Chapter 406. Thus, any practitioner who violates one of these professional standards will lose their certificate and will no longer tarnish the profession. There is authority from the California Supreme Court that states that a professional license is considered a vested property right and as such affords its holder to certain procedural protections before the government may revoke the license. By allowing practitioner certificate holders to keep and renew their certifications, the code avoids potential litigation against the State or CAMTC that seeks to extend these principles to certificate holders, as there will be no loss of title protection.

2. Certified Therapist Requirements

Chapter 406 amends the requirements for becoming a massage therapist by eliminating the second pathway of reduced education and competency testing. Chapter 406 also requires that all 500 hours of education occur at approved schools, an increase from 250 hours at approved schools under prior legislation. While the prior law did provide for a transition date to a requirement that all education be from approved schools, it did so with ambiguous language, applying it only to “curricula in massage and related subjects,” making it unclear what aspect of the education requirement was left available to be completed at a non-approved school. Chapter 406 avoids this with its stronger language requiring “[a]ll of the 500 hours . . .” be from approved schools. Further,

108. BUS. & PROF. § 4604 (enacted by Chapter 406); BACKGROUND PAPER, supra note 10, at 22–23.
109. SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 1147, 19 (June 23, 2014).
110. BUS. & PROF. § 4604.2(c), 4609 (enacted by Chapter 406).
111. Id. § 46010 (enacted by Chapter 406).
113. BUS. & PROF. § 4604.2(b) (enacted by Chapter 406).
115. BUS. & PROF. § 4604 (enacted by Chapter 406).
117. BUS. & PROF. § 4604(a)(2)(b) (enacted by Chapter 406).
Chapter 406 requires all applicants to pass the massage and body work competency examination in addition to completing 500 hours of education.\textsuperscript{118} This requires all certificate holders to meet significant requirements and prevents applicants from avoiding an examination or critical education when obtaining their certification.\textsuperscript{119}

3. \textit{Refining Unprofessional Conduct and Causes for Finding a Violation}

Under the previous language contained in the Business and Professions Code, the definition of unprofessional conduct contained very little for certificate holders to be judged against.\textsuperscript{120} The language was almost circular in drafting, as unprofessional conduct included little more than the “denial of licensure, revocation, suspension, restriction, or any other disciplinary action against a certificate holder” by a host of agencies.\textsuperscript{121} For CAMTC though, unprofessional conduct itself was a valid cause for denial, revocation, and suspension of a certificate.\textsuperscript{122}

Chapter 406 aims to correct this issue by removing the disciplinary actions of other agencies from the definition of unprofessional conduct and placing them as a separate cause for violation,\textsuperscript{123} and defining specific acts that can be considered unprofessional.\textsuperscript{124} Four of these acts speak directly to the heart of the problem the industry has with prostitution, defining unprofessional conduct as: sexual acts on the establishment’s premises, sexual acts while providing massage, contact with sexual organs, and sexually suggestive advertising.\textsuperscript{125} This will bring force to CAMTC’s disciplinary process, as they no longer will have to limit certificate suspensions to acts that are punishable as a sexually related crime.\textsuperscript{126}

4. \textit{Standard of Proof to Discipline and Revoke}

With the substitution of a single phrase in two sections of the chapter, the Legislature has emboldened CAMTC at the expense of applicants and certificate

\textsuperscript{118} Id. § 4604(a)(3) (enacted by Chapter 406).
\textsuperscript{119} SENATE COMMITTEE ON BUSINESS, PROFESSIONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, COMMITTEE ANALYSIS OF AB 1147, at 19 (June 23, 2014).
\textsuperscript{120} 2012 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 655, § 8 (amended CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 4603).
\textsuperscript{121} Id. (“It is a violation of this chapter for a certificate holder to commit, and the council may deny an application for a certificate or discipline a certificate holder for, any of the following: (a) Unprofessional conduct, including, but not limited to, denial of licensure, revocation, suspension, restriction, or any other disciplinary action against a certificate holder by another state or territory of the United States, by any other government agency, or by another California health care professional licensing board. A certified copy of the decision, order, or judgment shall be conclusive evidence of these actions.”).
\textsuperscript{122} Id.
\textsuperscript{123} BUS. & PROF. § 4609(a)(8) (enacted by Chapter 406).
\textsuperscript{124} Id. § 4609(a)(1) (enacted by Chapter 406).
\textsuperscript{125} Id. § 4609(a)(1)(a)–(e) (enacted by Chapter 406).
\textsuperscript{126} Id. § 4609(b) (enacted by Chapter 406).
holders.\textsuperscript{127} Previously the code held that a procedure for discipline and revocation was fair and reasonable if it followed a procedure in the bylaws, or in the case of sexual offenses, was determined by CAMTC under a clear and convincing evidence standard.\textsuperscript{128} There was never any procedure codified in CAMTC’s bylaws, so technically the clear and convincing evidence standard held for all determinations by CAMTC.\textsuperscript{129} CAMTC did however create a separate document describing procedures for denial, which mirrored closely the statutory requirements with only few additional details involving staff roles in the process, but did not include a lower standard of review.\textsuperscript{130} The procedures for denial, discipline, and revocation include investigation of complaints, notification of intent to deny, discipline, or revoke, and the ability for the applicant or certificate holder to request a hearing.\textsuperscript{131} However, determinations are made by two CAMTC staff members and are final.\textsuperscript{132} This procedure while clearing the majority of referred cases does not seem to foster any reconsideration during the hearing process. Between 2012–2013 CAMTC proposed revocation or discipline on 91 certificate holders, with only four hearings resulting in no action.\textsuperscript{133} Additionally the process allows revocation to be made after a criminal conviction of a certificate holder, but those proceedings utilized the criminal standard of beyond a reasonable doubt.\textsuperscript{134}

Chapter 406 has substituted the reference to the bylaws and the clear and convincing standard for sexual offenses with a preponderance of the evidence standard.\textsuperscript{135} This lowers the bar for CAMTC and makes it a much simpler process to discipline and revoke certificates with less fear of civil litigation seeking to overturn determinations based on failing to meet the burden of proof.\textsuperscript{136} While CAMTC could previously only discipline certificate holders for violations of CAMTC bylaws, under Chapter 406 the CAMTC may also discipline certificate holders for violating CAMTC policies, procedures, and rules, provided they are adopted by the Board.\textsuperscript{137} While this makes administration more efficient for CAMTC, it is at the expense of certificates holders and those who rely on them as providers who would have kept their certificate under the clear and convincing evidence standard.\textsuperscript{138}
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C. The Administration of CAMTC

Chapter 406’s balancing of various stakeholder concerns can be seen most clearly in the legislative history for the appointment provisions of the board of directors.\(^{139}\) Many competing interests were voiced during the sunset review process about the need to reform the body that controlled CAMTC.\(^{140}\) Many applicants and certificate holders complained that the directors and staff were being unresponsive to requests and applications,\(^{141}\) while cities and counties felt underwhelmed by CAMTC and their ability to investigate and regulate massage in their jurisdictions.\(^{142}\) The Legislature suggested either transitioning licensure to a DCA board or bureau, or placing more responsive individuals on the board of directors, similar to what is done with other healing arts boards.\(^{143}\)

1. Traditional DCA Boards and Bureaus

Historically, California has utilized boards and bureaus under the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) to govern licensure programs for various professions.\(^{144}\) There are forty-one such entities that license and regulate diverse professionals, from dentists, nurses, and accountants, to guide dog trainers for the blind.\(^{145}\) Among many common attributes are the composition of their boards of directors, which include appointed members by the Governor, the Speaker of the Assembly, and the Senate Committee on Rules.\(^{146}\) This, along with direct oversight by the DCA and funding by the state budget, places these boards and bureaus in a position to remain accountable to the executive and legislative branches.\(^{147}\)

Statutorily Created Non-Profits

In the 1990’s the California Legislature created by statute two non-profit entities, one to certify tax preparer education\(^{148}\) and the other to certify interior

---


\(^{140}\) Feather, supra note 82.

\(^{141}\) Id.


\(^{143}\) BACKGROUND PAPER, supra note 10 at 39, 43.


\(^{146}\) CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 3013 (2012) (Board of Optometry); id. § 3013 (2012) (Board of Accountancy).

\(^{147}\) About DCA, supra note 144.

designers. The California Council for Interior Design Certification was given statutory authority in 1990, but did not form until 1992 when industry organizations decided to create the council and self-regulate. Its board of eleven members consists of seven industry-related members and four public members. The California Tax Education Council, which was created in 1996, was referred to as a “grand experiment” in privatizing regulation. This was the first time functions that were previously under the authority of the DCA were transferred to a private entity. Its board of 16 consists entirely of industry associations and corporations. These two nonprofits have been successful in their functions to the extent that both were deemed non-controversial when their most recent extensions came before the Legislature, getting packaged with other non-controversial boards and bureaus for extension of their sunset dates.

2. CAMTC’s Configuration

California did not use the non-profit regulatory model again until 2008 when creating what would become CAMTC. The organization gets no funding from the state budget, relying directly on certification fees for funding, and does not reside under the DCA’s umbrella of authority. The CAMTC Board, which currently consists of 19 members, is based off of formulaic provisions which provides two seats to each qualifying industry association, a seat to every qualifying association of post-secondary schools, along with specifying a seat to be offered to each of the following: the League of California Cities, the California State Association of Counties, the Director of Consumer Affairs, and the Office of the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges. The board of directors may add to the board any professional directors it deems necessary. This amalgamation of industry and public members who are vocal critics does not resemble CAMTC’s sister statutory non-profits nor DCA’s boards and bureaus.
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3. Chapter 406’s Amendments to the Board of Directors

Subsequent amendments to Chapter 406 show the strain to find balance between the call for accountability and the purpose of CAMTC to be an industry-centered organization. As initially drafted, Chapter 406 included a total of three additional public members, appointed one each by the Governor, the Speaker of the Assembly, and the Senate Rules Committee, mirroring the DCA boards and bureaus, as suggested by the legislative committee staff. As amended, these seats were removed from Chapter 406 in favor of other appointments from the civil service rather than elected officials. These seats include a seat for the California Police Chiefs Association, a seat for a public health official representing a government department, and an optional seat at the discretion of the entire board for an attorney representing a city. All three of these seats, while not as directly linked to oversight bodies as an appointment of the Governor or legislative leadership, connect CAMTC to entities that wish to hold the organization accountable.

The only other new seat to be added to the board is a place for a representative from an anti-human trafficking organization. While this addition does not address specific deficiencies present in the organization, it will help guide CAMTC to be more thoughtful of the secondary consequences of its actions.

Supporters of Chapter 406 considered the previous board of directors unresponsive because it had a majority of seats filled by industry, and only two out of the nineteen seats were filled by outside oversight groups. Under Chapter 406’s changes, the new board, to be seated September 15, 2015, will have the possibility of seating oversight groups in seven of the thirteen seats. Unlike its two sister statutory nonprofits, this places the CAMTC board in a position of having a minority of industry control with groups critical of their work constituting the voting majority. The appointment language probably represents
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the best compromise possible with stakeholders, including the Legislature, that want to ensure CAMTC is a responsive body to both certificate holders and the public.  

V. conclusion

Chapter 406 brings about a more balanced regulatory scheme while reestablishing CAMTC as a statutory non-profit. Chapter 406 returns local control but maintains many of the previous benefits conferred by statewide regulation, which potentially finds the correct balance for massage therapy in California. The continued heightening of professional standards within the certification framework and causes for revocations will also help the industry build better relations with concerned local governments. However, the decentralization of protections for massage therapists into two code sections with different terminology may result in less protection than the Legislature or stakeholders were planning. While massage therapy regulation has seen almost yearly revisions, this newly codified chapter has dealt with the chief complaints and established a more receptive board, which may enable the chapter to survive without more legislative revision until its next review in 2017.
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